B) The continuous adjustment (or adaptation) of relief
to new conditions is created by endo- and exogenic processes changing their intensity and direction with time. In
almost every landscape there are old roots (inherited from
the past) and superimposed younger forms (products of
events). Going back to the past our knowledge about the
mechanism and sequences of changes in time is more and
more hypothetical (Doro, 1996; Starkel, 1991). Most of
universal forms like slopes are the joint product of alternate formative and stable phases or of perennial adaptation
during thousands and millions of years. Therefore, only as
the exception (from the rule) may be preserved the «tote
Landschaften» (sensu Budel, 1977) mainly related to the
penultimate morphogenesis (e.g, Last Cold Stage).
C) Diversity and coexistence
The great diversity of the Earth's surface features reflects the perpetual spatial and temporal variations in energy exchange and transfer of matter, in their acceleration or
delay, in continuous destruction and creation.
There exist landscapes with high and low intensity of
various processes, with different rates of transformation as
well as composed of forrns of various origin and age. The
complexity of some geomorphic systems may be so high
that the linear dynarnic model is not acceptable and the
system seerns to be unstable and chaotic (Phillips, 1996).
Among the intensively transforming landscapes are the
ecotonal zones of main morphoclimatic regions and the
margins of elevated morphostructures. The lithological diversity and random spatial distribution of extreme events
explains the local differences.
Analysing the nature of existence (life) we touch a fundamental question of Creation and Destruction, in which
past and future are incorporated.
The old Persian holy book tells what is the Life over
the Earth:

...it sleeps in stone,
wakes in a plani,
moves in an animal
and may belully realised in the man,
sounding the question 01 existence...
Where is the Relief in this context?
May be... it is the life's playground, created during
the perpetual energy exchange and circulation 01 matter
showing its resistantbut slowly cbanging face...
...during repeating waking up, falling asleep and waking up...
ABSTRACT: STARKEL L., Space and time scalesin Geomorphology. (IT
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In studying the origin and evolution of landscape, we use various
scales, both in space and time. Most landforms result from interaction of
various factors. The author suggests distinguishing the fol1owing effective
time scales of landform evolution: formative extreme events and secular
processes, clusterings of events, phases of higher frequency of extreme
events, cyclic changes of longer duration. The assumption about positive
correlation between size and age of the forms is frequently not valido
The existing relief incorporates forms of various origin and age, which
have undergone continuous adaptation to new conditions. The author underlines three principal regularities in relief evolution: way to destiny (planation) , continuous adjustment to new conditions, coexistence of diverse
forms controlled both by tectonic and climatic factors as wel1as by lithology,
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